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About this document
Purpose of document
This document is intended to provide information that will allow someone who
configures Portrait (a configurer) to implement a solution based on a primitive
contact centre workspace.
The workspace provides functionality that will allow a user to log on to a contact
centre application and attempt to take a call.
The take call process cannot be completed until the configurer provides a party
definition that will represent the parties being served by the contact centre.
An agent management application is also provided that allows agents to be
added and linked with teams and roles.

Intended audience
This document is intended to be used by configurers and developers involved in
creating a Portrait serviced application e.g. branch, contact centre.

Related documents
Software Development Kit User Guide (Foundation SDK User Guide)
Using the Contact Centre Workspace Overview

Software release
Portrait Foundation 4.2 SP1 or later.
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1

Introduction
The Contact centre workspace provides two applications that are intended to
allow agents to service requests from other parties. These are:


Contact centre



Agent manager

Both applications are driven by Application framework models (AFM). These
models manage the lifecycle of each application from Log on to Log off. The
AFMs are both defined in packages that can be transferred.
If you wish to modify the flow significantly, you can transfer the packages and
edit the AFMs directly (see section 4).
The design and content of the workspace makes no assumptions about the
scope, purpose or industry classification of the service requests.
It does however make certain assumptions about the basic structure and flow of
the user interface.
This document provides an overview of the standard capabilities of the
workspace. Other documents in the Using the Contact Centre Workspace series
describe how to extend and customise the workspace to meet the needs of your
particular implementation.
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2

Contact centre

The Contact centre application manages the user’s log on/off and navigation
between the application’s desktops which provide access to functionality:


for taking/making calls;



supporting service requests (e.g. loan applications);



performing workflow tasks.

The Contact centre application is made up of three desktops (also referred to as
application contexts). These desktops are described in the following sections.

2.1

Agent desktop

2.1.1

Access
The Agent desktop is presented as a result of a successful log on. The log on
process requires the agent to provide a user name and password.
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Once the user name and password have been authenticated (see section 4.1),
the agent must select a role.

2.1.2

Capability
The desktop provides the launch point for most of the functionality provided by
the application. It represents both the point of entry and the point of rest
between agent activities. This desktop is also used to present information to
agents that relates to agent activities and administration.
Each operation run from this desktop should register one (or more) engagement
actions as part of the agent session engagement. The agent session
engagement is started when the agent logs on to the application and is ended
when the agent logs off.
For engagement history purposes, the agent is treated as the Effecting party.
Whenever you add actions to an engagement, you should provide the ID and
Type of the agent party as the values for the Effecting party ID and Type inputs.
In the case of operations run from the Agent desktop, the agents is also the party
affected. Consequently you should also provide the agent ID and Party type as
the values for the Affected party ID and Type.
The Contact centre provides functionality to allow a second agent to log on to the
same session in order to observe the primary agent. This can be used to support
agent training as well as to provide greater access control to certain capabilities.
The second agent is treated as the Observing party. The presence of the
observing party can be used by an implementation as a criterion in managing
operation availability.
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2.1.3

Layout (out of the box)

2.2

Engagement desktop

2.2.1

Access
The Engagement desktop is reached as a result of identifying a party in the Take
call operation.

2.2.2

Capability
The desktop is used to present the functionality that is available during an
engagement (interaction with another party). All the activities performed in this
desktop are bracketed within a single engagement record that is started as soon
as the agent launches the Take call operation in the Agent desktop and is ended
when the agent selects Hang up in the Wrap up dialog and returns to the Agent
desktop.
Each operation run from this desktop should register one (or more) engagement
actions as part of this engagement.
The application flow (override-able) is for the agent to identify a party. The
application then builds tabs relating to that party in the engagement desktop.
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The party identified is, for engagement history purposes, treated as the
Requesting party. You should not implement any operations that change this
state for the duration of the engagement.
In many scenarios, the services performed are for the party identified. In this
case, the Requesting party is also the Affected party. However, the Contact
centre application provides functionality that allows the identified party to act on
another party’s behalf. In these cases, the Affected party is this other party.
When recording engagement history you should always try to provide the
Affected party information since this is the key relationship that is used when
displaying engagement history in the contact centre.
By default the contact centre application manages the following globals (ID, Type
and Known as for each) for you to use as input values for engagement action
records:


Current party – This set of globals is controlled by a Party tab. When the tab
is clicked the globals are set. Clicking on another party tab will change the
values. These globals should be treated as the Affected party. The affected
party may change several times during the engagement.



Effecting party – This set of globals is managed by the log on and remains
unchanged for the entire agent session. These globals should be treated as
the Effecting party.



Requesting party – This set of globals is managed by the party identification
process in the Take call operation as well as the Re-identify operation. They
should remain unchanged for the duration of an engagement (unless reidentification is required). These globals should be treated as the Requesting
party.



Observing party – This set of globals is managed by the Observer log on/off
process. They are set when the observing agent logs on and cleared when
that agent logs off. These globals should be treated as the Observing party.

Affected party globals are also provided, but these should only be used if it is
important to distinguish between the current party and the affected party.

2.2.3
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2.3

Workflow desktop

2.3.1

Access
This desktop is reached as a result of agent selecting Pick work or Get work from
the Agent desktop.

The workflow desktop is intended to present the functionality for performing
workflow tasks (some of which may result in an engagement).

2.3.2

Capability
Once a task has been identified, the desktop is built to display information
relating to the task. The desktop can also display information about other
entities related to the task such as parties, contracts and cases.
In order to allow a workflow related call to be transferred from one agent to
another, the application controls a separate set of globals for the Task agent.
These globals will be the same as the Effecting party globals until the task related
call is transferred. After this, the Task agent globals hold the information about
the agent that actually checked out the task. To be certain that your task
operations can function correctly after a transfer, you should always use these
globals to supply the inputs to your Get task and Complete task nodes.

2.3.3
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3

Agent manager

3.1

Access
The Agent manager desktop is presented as a result of a successful log on. The
log on process requires the agent to provide a user name and password.

The user must have a role of Supervisor to log on to this application.

3.2

Capability
The desktop provides the launch point for operations that allow:
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3.2.1



Creation, amendment and deletion of teams;



Association of agents to teams and roles.

Agents
Agent manager allows agents to be maintained. The operations provided are:


Add agent…



Amend performance alert thresholds…



Amend agent…



Assign roles…



Assign teams...



Expire agent…



View agent’s history

Once an agent has been created various characteristics can be assigned some of
which are optional.

In order to access the out of the box application an agent is expected to be
associated to at least one role.
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The optional characteristics that can also be assigned to an agent are:

3.2.2



Perfomance alert thresholds



Telephony details



Teams

Roles
Agent manager allows agents to be assigned to or removed from role(s). The list
of agent roles is maintained as reference data that can be extended via an
overlay and supplied roles can be overwritten. To extend the roles perform the
following steps:

Portrait Foundaion

1

Select the Agent roles RDG in the Explorer view. The RDG can be found in
the Supporting definitions/Reference data folder.

2

From the context menu select Open item. This will open the RDG in the
object viewer.

3

From the context menu select OverlayCreate overlay.

4

Right click and select Properties…. The Reference data group properties
dialog is displayed.

5

Add required reference data items.
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6

Click on the OK button.

7

Validate.

8

Add to source control and publish.

To amend existing agent roles repeat steps 1 to 3 then undertake the following
steps:

Portrait Foundaion

1

Expand the Agent roles RDG and the Reference data values branch in the
object viewer. Then select the RDI that you wish to amend.

2

From the context menu select OverrideOverride properties.

3

From the context menu select Properties.

4

In the Reference data group properties dialog select the appropriate row in
the grid and change the Name column as required.

5

Click on the OK button.

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.
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3.2.3

Teams
Agent manager allows agents to be assigned or removed from team(s). Teams
are saved as an instance of a party configurable business entity (CBE) of type
Team. The operations provided are:


Add team…



Amend team…



Assign agents to team…



Expire team…

Workflow tasks can be assigned to a team enabling all members to get the task.
When creating a team assigning a Team type is mandatory. The list of team
types is maintained as reference data that can be extended via an overlay and
supplied types can be overwritten. To extend the team types roles perform the
following steps:

1

Select the Team types RDG in the Explorer view. The RDG can be found in
the Supporting definitions/Reference data folder.

2

From the context menu select Open item. This will open the RDG in the
object viewer.

3

From the context menu select OverlayCreate overlay.

4

Right click and select Properties…. The Reference data group properties
dialog is displayed.

5

Add required reference data items.

6

Click on the OK button.

7

Validate.

8

Add to source control and publish.

To amend existing team types roles repeat steps 1 to 3 then undertake the
following steps:
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1

Expand the Team types RDG and the Reference data values branch in the
object viewer. Then select the RDI that you wish to amend.

2

From the context menu select OverrideOverride properties.

3

From the context menu select Properties.
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3.3

Portrait Foundaion

4

In the Reference data group properties dialog select the appropriate row in
the grid and change the Name column as required.

5

Click on the OK button.

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.

Layout (out of the box)
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4

Setting application values
The application framework model (AFM) used by the Contact centre workspace
uses a data manipulation node to set some basic values that are used throughout
the application.
The Contact centre AFM is provided by the Contact Centre package. As such you
cannot edit it unless you take one of the following actions:


Copy the AFM and adjust the AIT_HRZ_ContactCentre.hta



Override the standard AFM



Transfer the Contact Centre package so that you can edit its content.

If you transfer the package, you will lose the opportunity to take updates in the
future and you should not take this step unless you plan to modify its contents
significantly
This document assumes that you will override the AFM by performing the
following steps:

Portrait Foundaion

1

Select the Contact centre AFM in the Explorer view. The AFM can be found
in the Supporting definitions/Models/Application framework models folder.

2

From the context menu select Open item. This will open the model in the
object viewer.

3

From the context menu select OverlayCreate overlay.

4

From the context menu select OverrideOverride model
implementation.

5

From the context menu select Edit…. This will launch the process modeller.
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4.1

6

Select the first data manipulation node.

7

From the context menu select Map data inputs…. You are now ready to
edit the settings described in the following section.

Suppressing logon check
The log on process has been specifically designed to prevent agents from logging
on more than once. You can suppress this behaviour by modifying the Ignore
session status input value.

If you set the input to “True” then agents will be allowed to log on to the
application many times without constraint.

4.2

Application name
The Application input is used to control that name that is displayed on the splash
screen as well as being used as a criterion value in many smart lookups
(especially operation availability).
The input is a reference value. Consequently you can only change it to another
value in the Applications reference data group (RDG).
Because of the impact on smart lookups, you should not be tempted to change
this value for cosmetic purposes only.
If all you need to do is change the display name of the application, use the
following steps:
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1

Select the Portrait applications RDG in the Explorer view. The RDG can be
found in the Supporting definitions/Reference data folder.

2

From the context menu select Open item. This will open the RDG in the
object viewer.

3

From the context menu select OverlayCreate overlay.

4

Select the Contact centre reference data item (RDI) in the object viewer.
The RDI can be found in the Reference data items folder.
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5

From the context menu select OverrideOverride properties.

6

From the context menu select Properties.

7

In the Reference data group properties dialog select the Contact centre row
in the grid and change the Name column as required.

8

Click on the OK button.

9

Validate.

10 Add to source control and publish.

4.3

Setting the channel
The Channel input is used to set the Channel global. This global has significant
impact on the availability of operations, the runtime selection of user interface
components as well as the paths that some models take.
You should NOT alter this value without an excellent (even exceptional) reason.

4.4

Setting the Agent engagement type
The standard contact centre provides operations that are executed for the Agent
(as opposed to the Consumer). For example, Change role.
Each of the operations adds an engagement action to record the activity. This
engagement action is added to an engagement that starts when the agent logs
on and ends when the agent logs off. This engagement represents the agent’s
session and can be used to track the agent’s activities during the session.
This input determines the type of this engagement. It must be the system name
of one of the engagement types identified in the Engagement types reference
data group (RDG). By default the value is set to AgentSession.

4.5

Setting the language
The Portrait Configuration Suite provides various components that use language
to determine run time capability. In particular, Generated Interactions (GIs),
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Custom Interactions (CIs) and Custom Controls (CCs) use language as a criterion
to determine which page to display and which transformation to run.
This input is used to set the Language global which, in turn, is used to make
these selections. If you are running a single language implementation, you
should set this value to Default. For multi-language implementations you can
also use Default or you may choose to add processing that will take the language
from the Agent’s profile or some other suitable source.
The value must be the system name of one of the languages identified in the
Implementation languages RDG.
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5

Publish and Deploy
You should publish all the configuration changes that have resulted from the
steps described in this document and then deploy the changes into a suitable
database.

Before you can run the integrated functionality it will be necessary to create a
suitable Portrait installation using the Portrait Build Environment (see
Foundation_SDK_User_Guide.pdf).
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